
Virtues empower kids to:

•	 Overcome adversity and achieve their goals

•	 Rise	above	negative	influences

•	 Be kind, honest and trustworthy 

•	 And much more!

Learn more at theVchannel.com

Be your “BEST” with Virtues!

When kids understand virtues they tap 

into character strengths that guide them 

when faced with decisions between right 

and wrong, good from bad, or when they 

find	themselves	experiencing	personal	

challenges	and	difficulties.

Kids love Cartoons! Kids need Virtues!
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Learning About Virtues is Easy and Fun!

Learn more at theVchannel.com/vtoons

Display “V”TOONS as a daily  
reminder that virtues empower kids  
to be their “Best.”  

Read about the virtues while your 
kids have fun coloring “V”TOONS. 

Invite your kids to pick their 
favorite characters and print the 
“V”TOONS Coloring Pages. 
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Practicing	justice	is	being	fair	in	everything	
we	do.	It	is	seeing	with	our	own	eyes	and	
not	judging	something	or	someone	by	 
what	other	people	tell	us.

Without	justice,	people	get	away	with	 
hurting	or	taking	advantage	of	others,	and	
keep	on	doing	it.	When	justice	is	practiced,	
if someone is accused of something they 
get	a	chance	to	tell	their	side	of	the	story.	
With	justice,	everyone	gets	a	fair	trial.

Learn more at theVchannel.com/Justice

Justice is standing up for your rights 
and the rights of other people.

Be your “BEST” with Virtues! —SUPERMAN

  FREE! at theVchannel.com
Content inspired by and derived from The Virtues ProjectTM Educator’s Guide. 
SUPERMAN is a trademark of DC Comics.
“V”TOONS is a trademark of The V Channel Corporation.
Creative Commons copyright. For non-commercial purposes only.
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Practicing	justice	is	being	fair	in	everything	
we	do.	It	is	seeing	with	our	own	eyes	and	
not	judging	something	or	someone	by	 
what	other	people	tell	us.

Without	justice,	people	get	away	with	 
hurting	or	taking	advantage	of	others,	and	
keep	on	doing	it.	When	justice	is	practiced,	
if someone is accused of something they 
get	a	chance	to	tell	their	side	of	the	story.	
With	justice,	everyone	gets	a	fair	trial.

Learn more at theVchannel.com/Justice

Justice is standing up for 
your rights and the rights 
of other people.

Be your “BEST” with Virtues! —WONDER WOMAN

  FREE! at theVchannel.com
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WONDER WOMAN is a trademark of DC Comics.
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Practicing	justice	is	being	fair	in	everything	
we	do.	It	is	seeing	with	our	own	eyes	and	
not	judging	something	or	someone	by	 
what	other	people	tell	us.

Without	justice,	people	get	away	with	 
hurting	or	taking	advantage	of	others,	and	
keep	on	doing	it.	When	justice	is	practiced,	
if someone is accused of something they 
get	a	chance	to	tell	their	side	of	the	story.	
With	justice,	everyone	gets	a	fair	trial.

Learn more at theVchannel.com/Justice

Justice is standing up for 
your rights and the rights 
of other people.

Be your “BEST” with Virtues! —AFRICAN AMERICAN TEEN

  FREE! at theVchannel.com
Content inspired by and derived from The Virtues ProjectTM Educator’s Guide. 
AFRICAN AMERICAN TEEN from whitesbelfast.com
“V”TOONS is a trademark of The V Channel Corporation.
Creative Commons copyright. For non-commercial purposes only.
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Practicing	justice	is	being	fair	in	everything	
we	do.	It	is	seeing	with	our	own	eyes	and	
not	judging	something	or	someone	by	 
what	other	people	tell	us.

Without	justice,	people	get	away	with	 
hurting	or	taking	advantage	of	others,	and	
keep	on	doing	it.	When	justice	is	practiced,	
if someone is accused of something they 
get	a	chance	to	tell	their	side	of	the	story.	
With	justice,	everyone	gets	a	fair	trial.

Learn more at theVchannel.com/Justice

Justice is standing up for 
your rights and the rights 
of other people.

Be your “BEST” with Virtues! —HUEY AND RILEY

  FREE! at theVchannel.com
Content inspired by and derived from The Virtues ProjectTM Educator’s Guide. 
THE BOONDOCKS is a trademark of Rebel Base Entertainment, Inc.. 
“V”TOONS is a trademark of The V Channel Corporation.
Creative Commons copyright. For non-commercial purposes only.
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What does Justice look like to you?
Draw and color a picture here 

•	 Think for yourself

•	 Avoid	gossip	and	backbiting

•	 Refuse	to	prejudge—see	people	as	individuals

•	 Own up to your mistakes and accept the  
consequences

•	 Share fairly with others

•	 Stand up for people’s rights, including  
your own

You are practicing 

when you…

  FREE! at theVchannel.com
Content inspired by and derived from The Virtues ProjectTM Educator’s Guide. 
“V”TOONS is a trademark of The V Channel Corporation.
Creative Commons copyright. For non-commercial purposes only.

Affirmation:
I act with justice. I stand up for the rights of others and 
myself. I have no need to pretend of defend. I choose to 
make amends.



The V Channel	is	a	501(c)(3)	nonprofit	
organization.	We	depend	on	the	
generous	support	of	people	like	you.

Every dollar we receive goes 
directly toward inspiring kids 
everywhere to choose virtues!
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Please make a tax-deductible donation today!

We appreciate your generosity!
— The “V”TOONS Team 

theVchannel.com/donate
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Coming Soon:SporTS anDFamoUS people

get more “V”ToonS Coloring pages at theVchannel.com/vtoons
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Send us your pictures at vtoons@theVchannel.com and we’ll share the fun!

like us at Facebook.com/theVchannel
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